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Pertinent Facts?

 Patient demand

 Repetitive outstretched, younger age, but no heavy lifting

 Medical comorbidities?
 DM (HgA1C>8), smoker, ”life expectancy”, etc

 Imaging
 Critical to obtain advanced imaging (CTA/MRI)

 MRI is my preference

 22 degrees of retroversion

 <80% subluxation

 Other factors
 Painful AC joint

Advanced Imaging-MRI

 My first choice for most arthroplasties
 Superior rotator cuff imaging 

 17% cuff dysfunction after TSA based on xray
findings alone
 Secondary rotator cuff dysfunction following total 

shoulder arthroplasty for primary glenohumeral
osteoarthritis: results of a multicenter study with 
more than five years of follow-up. J Bone and Joint 
Surg Amer. 2012 Apr 18;94(8):685-93.

 Can see the bone “well enough” for most cases 
 Magnetic resonance imaging is comparable to 

computed tomography for determination of 
glenoid version but does not accurately 
distinguish between Walch B2 and C 
classifications. J Shoulder Elbow Surg. 2017 
Apr;26(4):669-673. 

 If bone loss/version is that severe, RSA is generally 
the choice anyway 
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Why Does Version and Subluxation 
Matter?
 Walch, G., Moraga, C., Young, A., and Castellanos-Rosas, J. Results of 

anatomic nonconstrained prosthesis in primary osteoarthritis with biconcave 
glenoid. J Shoulder Elbow Surg. 2012; 21: 1526–1533

 If subluxed >80% then 11% rate of posterior dislocation

 If retroverted >27 degrees then 44% rate of glenoid loosening or posterior 
dislocation

 BEWARE HUMERAL SUBLUXATION AND RETROVERSION

 B2/C glenoids

Know Your Implant and Skill Set

 Can I get there?

 Muscular, obese, 
retroversion, contractures, 
etc

 Does the implant fit after 
corrective reaming

 Your rep/distributor has this 
info

~11.5mm ~13mm

~27mm ~16.25mm

~6.5mm

~13mm

~22mm

Preop Checklist

 Glenoid bone stock on axillary and coronal cuts

 Can I get a TSA component in?

 Version

 Can I get there to implant a glenoid component?

 Can I correct version for TSA?

 Humeral bone loss

 How many loose bodies to remove

 Subluxation/dislocation

 Can I correct this with TSA?

 Rotator cuff is intact AND functional on all cuts

 Fatty atrophy vs. volumetric atrophy?
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My choice

 Anatomic TSA with corrective reaming +/- open AC joint resection if 
truly symptomatic

 Close second is augmented aTSA

 ALWAYS RSA on backup if cortex breached or aTSA does not work 
out


